HOW THEOLOGY DISTORTS THOUGHT AND ACTION (another example)

The largest ever outbreak of Ebola virus continues in West Africa in the nations of Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia and Nigeria. Over 3000 cases have so far been identified and the mortality rate has been running a bit over 50%. The outbreak began in December of 2013 but was not recognized until March. The World Health Organization projects that the total cases could exceed 20,000. Most Americans learned of the epidemic when a physician missionary, Kent Brantly, MD, fell ill in July. Shortly after, Brantly and another aid worker were evacuated back to the US to Emory University Hospital in Atlanta, Georgia.

When Brantly was released last month from Emory, fully recovered, he said:

“Through the care of the Samaritan’s Purse [Franklin (son of Billy) Graham’s Christian missionary organization] and SIM missionary team in Liberia, the use of an experimental drug, and the expertise and resources of the health care team at Emory University Hospital, God saved my life – a direct answer to thousands and thousands of prayers … I am forever thankful to God for sparing my life.”

Brantly also received a blood transfusion from a 14-year-old Ebola survivor. Here, he acknowledges the skill, competence, and caring of those who contributed to his recovery. One would hope, by extension, that this would include the devotion and efforts of those who had a hand in the development of the experimental medication that may have saved his life. People did not start working on the problem of Ebola only when Dr. Brantly became ill!

Edward Current coined the term “tragicle” to refer to “acts of God” that are the opposite of a miracle. So, for example, when a passenger plane crashes and two people crawl out of the wreckage, their survival is a miracle. The tragicle is that so many more perished and, for that matter, that the plane crashed in the first place. The word “tragedy” should be all that’s needed. But the media and its needs – which reflect popular prejudices – distort rational thinking. So, for example, last year Wolf Blitzer badgered a tornado survivor with: “You have to thank the lord, right? Do you thank the lord?” The woman responded by saying that she was an atheist, cutting short the journalist’s attempt to instigate a “praise the lord”-fest.

If good fortune demands a supernatural “explanation” then so does bad fortune. Since the latter is unwelcome, it is usually ignored. Nevermind the hundreds or thousands killed, “God” saved the unlikely survivor(s). Dr. Brantly gives no hint of understanding this and offers no explanation for why “God” saved him while so many others died and are dying. Perhaps, deep down, he knows that any attempt to offer such an explanation would make his gratitude to “God” look ridiculous and not just misplaced.

Sometimes an effort is made to transform a tragedy into something not-so-bad. It begins with death being referred to as “passing on” or it is said that the dead “went to heaven.” But these efforts ring false, and everyone knows it. When someone “thanks the lord” there is someone else who has no cause to do so and, one would think, cause to blame “the lord.” In reality, someone else is usually blamed and, often, sued.

The 17th Century Dutch philosopher Spinoza, among others, held a more consistent position that, as God is omnipotent, nothing happens that is not a part of “God’s Divine Plan.” Whether a miracle or a tragicle, on this view, it is all the same and if one wants to “thank the lord” it may as well be for something “good” as for something “bad.” Indeed, such categories are meaningless on the cosmic – even metaphysical – scale of the inscrutable all-powerful deity whose purposes define what is good regardless of any human suffering and death. After all, Ebola is one of “God’s Creatures.” And what does it really matter anyway in the context of “God’s Divine Plan,” whatever that may be? There is no number small enough to express even the billions of years of the existence of the universe as a fraction of the eternity that theists say their deity and its ends occupy. So much for “the meaning of life” when we follow traditional theism to its logical conclusion.

There is a more disturbing aspect to the mind-set shown by Dr. Brantly’s and his organization’s statements. For if one reads carefully, there
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As soon as we abandon our own reason, and are content to rely upon authority, there is no end to our troubles. Whose authority? The Old Testament? The New Testament? The Koran? In practice, people choose the book considered sacred by the community in which they are born, and out of that book they choose the parts they like, ignoring the others. At one time, the most influential text in the Bible was: ‘Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live.’ Nowadays, people pass over this text, in silence if possible; if not, with an apology. ... [and] No Catholic ... takes seriously the text that says that a bishop should be the husband of one wife.”

- Bertrand Russell (1872-1970)
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